New Rock Creek Campus President
Drive Student Success

New Rock Creek YECC Committee
With emphasis on faculty professional development and student retention and onboarding
Electric Power Generation Facility
Board action paves the way for new EPG training facility at PCC Rock Creek Campus
Ignite a Culture of Innovation

PCC Alum Ryan Walker
ThinkBIG graduate and 2018 Caterpillar Inc. Skills Olympics Champion (Melbourne, Australia)
Ignite a Culture of Innovation

Peterson CAT Tour (September 2018)
Highlights ThinkBIG graduates’ success and continued employer demand for highly skilled workforce
Ignite a Culture of Innovation

Promising Partnership on the Horizon
Papé Machinery training will benefit PCC diesel technology students
Transform the Community Through Opportunity

Free Computers for Students in Need
Former Intel computers refurbished by Rock Creek computer science chair and STEAM lab students, then donated to district students in need
Transform the Community Through Opportunity

Veterans Ready to Fly Again
VA audit completed, clearing the way for Veterans to apply benefits toward PCC Aviation Science training once more
Lead in Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

2018 Hermanas Conference
PCC and Intel share inspiration and value of STEM education and careers with 200 Latina high schoolers at sixth annual event
Achieve Sustainable Excellence in All Operations

2018 AASHE Conference & Expo
PCC staff and students talk best practices and gather new ideas in Pittsburgh at the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education conference
Achieve Sustainable Excellence in All Operations

No. 1 in Community College Sustainability Efforts
Bolstered by Rock Creek efforts, PCC named top performing Associate College in America (no. 2 overall) in 2018 AASHE Sustainable Campus Index